COMBINED BRAKE & ACCELERATOR - FS2005 & FSK2005

Braking with reassurance and accelerating effortlessly with the FS2005/FSK2005 Combined Brake & Accelerator. Never before has a brake lever combined the function of such easy, smooth and safe acceleration. Thanks to the unique design, there is the opportunity to safely keep both hands on the steering wheel while maintaining accelerator control.

No more tedious mechanisms that hit your leg or interfere with the steering action. The FS2005 lever is knee airbag compatible.

FEATURES
- Greater sensitivity when braking
- Smooth acceleration with minimal fatigue
- Acceleration safety cut-out mechanism
- Brake locking function reduces fatigue
- Easy height and angle adjustment
- Left and right hand versions
- Changeable end knob for greater customisation
- Colour options: black, carbon, pink, violet, silver, walnut
- Knee airbag compatibility
- Suitable for all vehicle types
- Nationwide backup service

NEW PRODUCT
ERGONOMIC FSK2005 TRIGGER PROVIDING GREATER FUNCTIONALITY

AVAILABLE FROM